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REPORT ON THE " BRITISH BIRDS" CENSUS OF 
HERONRIES, 1928. 

BY 

E. M. NICHOLSON. 

PART II. 

RELATIONS WITH MAN. 
A CONSIDERABLE amount of information was sent in regarding the 
relations between man and the Heron. These prove to vary most 
strikingly in different parts of the country, or even of single counties. 
Taking the breeding-season first, our data make it clear that the 
majority of existing colonies enjoy active protection, which in a 
considerable number of cases is so strictly enforced that bird 
photographers, or even observers, are generally forbidden to 
disturb their privacy. This protection is a personal concern of 
the landowners and tenants responsible, owing little or nothing of 
its effectiveness to the force of law. Moreover, it has been secure 
over a long period of years ; nearly a century ago, when Coley 
Park heronry was started, we find the landowner putting a clause 
to safeguard it in the neighbouring tenant's lease, and no doubt 
this tradition goes back unbroken to the time when heronries first 
became valued as assets to falconry—that is, to the thirteenth 
century at least. But to this rule of strict preservation exceptions 
sometimes occur: a colony may shift on to an estate where its 
presence is not welcome, or a change of ownership may result in 
protection being withdrawn, and the destruction of the heronry 
ordered. Upon this subject we have been supplied with a good 
deal of information, which it does not seem desirable to print here 
in detail. To give a brief summary, we have notes of less than 
twenty heronries having been destroyed by the gun in more or less 
recent years, only four or five of them since the War. The reason 
for such destruction is usually fishing interests ; in a very few cases 
disturbance to Pheasants or the nuisance caused by the effluvia of 
decaying fish has been responsible. In one instance trees have 
been felled in order to dislodge a heronry which disturbed the 
meditations of a religious house into whose hands the property had 
passed. Several other heronries where birds are often shot on the 
nest continue to be occupied, and the fact that some heronries are 
capable of resisting repeated attempts to destroy them is proved 
by the cases of Aqualate (Staffs) and Boreham House (Essex), both 
of which survive in spite of the efforts to destroy them which were 
recorded at the end of last century. In the second of these instances 
the last sitting bird was killed on the nest in 1883, yet thirty young 
could be destroyed during one day in 1886 and ten eggs during 
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another, three years later ; the colony, which afterwards became 
large and flourishing, is now declining again without apparent 
reason. For while we find heronries doomed to extirpation which 
persistently refuse to be extirpated, we have, on the other hand, 
examples of colonies enjoying the most complete protection which 
it was possible to give suddenly decaying or migrating elsewhere 
without any cause being traceable, as at Orwell Park (Suffolk) 
between twenty and thirty years ago. Although it is not easy to 
be sure that evidence is not being suppressed, we find no reason to 
suspect that deliberate destruction of heronries is more than a 
negligible factor at the present time, so far as established sites are 
concerned, and we are specially indebted to those landowners and 
agents, who consider it necessary to take measures for keeping 
down Herons on their estates, and who have nevertheless taken 
us into their confidence on this subject, so that we are better in a 
position to judge to what extent this factor is operative. We 
therefore feel justified in stating that the majority of the English, 
and probably of the entire British, stock of Herons enjoy effective 
protection where they breed. 

One toll upon the species which was formerly considerable 
and has long virtually ceased was the sport of falconry; even 
when the bag was insignificant the effect upon heronries chosen 
as the base of operations and the ensuing mortality among 
the young must have been very considerable. Another former 
toll, of perhaps equal importance, was the custom of eating 
the young, either as nestlings or soon after fledging. The household 
accounts at Althorp and elsewhere show what an important 
business this was, and what a large number of young were taken ; 
however, since some of the heronries thus victimised are still 
extant, the burden cannot have been fatal. Probably the taste 
for young Herons, "which was strong in the sixteenth and seven
teenth centuries, began to decline with the passing of Squire 
Western, but as lately as the 'thirties of last century Lord Car
narvon's friends at Pixton—now Allers Wood (Somerset)—ate them 
skinned, stuffed and roasted like hare, with strawberries and cream 
to follow, and up to at least 1896 the young were largely shot for 
eating on Romney Marsh on their arrival there in May-June 
{Zoologist, 1896 and 1908). Apart from such interference by 
owners or occupiers the chief danger to which heronries are exposed 
is the felling or blowing down of their trees. We know that through 
this agency a large number of heronries have perished and many 
surviving ones have been forced to shift quarters. Among colonies 
which became extinct on this account prior to 1914 we find Ravens-
worth (Durham) c. 1850-55; Comberrnere first colony(1) (Cheshire) 

(l) Deliberately, in order to expel the Herons. 
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c. 1850-60 ; Michelgrove (Sussex) c. 1832 ; Attingham Park 
(Salop) c. 1912 ; Old Paddock Wood (Oxon.) and Dipton Wood 
(Northumberland) in 1909; Bayfield Hall (*) (Norfolk) c. 1881-2; 
Knowle (Somerset) c. 1912 ; Walton Hall (Yorks.) after 1865 ; 
Tangham (Suffolk) before 1914 and Dinedor and Bredwardine 
(Hereford.), Treowen (2) (Monmouth), and Stafford Wood (Cumber
land) about the same period. The Holmstone site on Dungeness 
(Kent) was razed over a century ago by preventive men in order to 
deprive smugglers' cargoes of a favourite shelter. 

Every great war in which England has taken part has brought 
destruction to the fine trees in which Herons habitually nest: thus 
the colony in great oaks at Easton Piers or Percy (Wilts.) was felled 
at the Armada period ; and others owing to the exigencies of the 
Napleonic war. But probably no war has proved nearly so damaging 
to the established sites as that of 1914-18, in which were felled the 
colonies of Chillingham, Houxty(a) and Harbottle (Northumberland); 
Oakley Park (Salop) ; Braemar Wood and Wythorp (Cumberland); 
Sandy, first colony (Beds.); Yantlet (Kent) ; Wolmer (a) and Elve-
tham, first colony (Hants.); Dovedale, odd nest (Staffs.); Ramsgill, 
two groups (Yorks.) ; Llanfechan (Brecon), and Coed (Carmarthen). 
These are simply cases where the colony came to an end ; many 
others were locally dislodged as at Waverley (Surrey), Netherby 
and Floriston (Cumberland), Gainford (Durham), Tredegar Park 
(Monmouth), Somerley (Hants.), Exford (Somerset), Buscot 
(Berks.), Leighton (Montgomery), Hensol and Penrice (Glamorgan) 
during the same period, while wholesale felling outlasted the 
term of hostilities and has since put an end to Hinton Waldrist 
(Berks.), Longford and Eaton Wood (Derby), Coombe Wood 
(Cumberland), High Kellas and Blakehopeburnhaugh (Northumber
land), Hundred-acre Wood (Suffolk) and Garth (Brecon). Others, 
particularly in the north and west, have been more or less completely 
dispersed by the same process. 

The conduct of the birds in these circumstances is infinitely vari
able. In several instances, as at Somerton (Somerset), about fifty 
years ago,Dallam Tower (Westmorland) in April, 1775, and Hundred-
acre Wood (Suffolk) in 1919, sitting birds have allowed the nest-trees 
to be felled under them and eggs and young have perished, yet in 
all these cases the stock still flourishes at or quite near the original 
locality. On the other hand the mere felling of timber in the vicinity 
has been responsible for several cases of desertion, while Gayhurst 
Wood (Bucks.) is said to have shifted and Mells (Somerset) and 
Mottisfont (Hants.) to have been entirely deserted simply through 
the cutting of undergrowth, in the last case by a party of clog-makers. 

(') Deliberately, in order to expel the Herons. 
(2) Although the actual nest-trees were spared. 
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The extinction of Earlham (Norfolk) is put down to the opening of the 
grounds as a public park, and Combe Abbey (Warwicks.) is noted as 
gradually shifting from a popular picnicking site, yet two very 
flourishing heronries have existed for many years in metropolitan 
parks within easy reach of Charing Cross, and the larger of these, like 
the now extinct heronry in Hampden Park at Eastbourne, has had 
much to put up with in past years during rook-shooting, carried 
on in the breeding-season against the intermingling rookery. 
Penrice (Glamorgan) is said to have shifted through the disturbance 
of a new wing being added to the Castle, and Ragley Park (Warwick) 
through continued attention by bird-photographers two seasons 
running ; on the other hand such colonies as High Halstow (Kent) 
have been persistently photographed over a much longer period 
without any check to their increase resulting. Several colonies 
are alongside a railway, and Brockley Park (Somerset) comes 
within ioo yards of a very busy main road. Graves in 1811 men
tions a heronry in trees overhanging the Great North Road, with 
many coaches passing beneath it daily. Modern developments 
seem not to have put an end to many heronries, but Hooton 
(Cheshire) was destroyed about 1891 by the construction of the 
Manchester Ship Canal, and Eglinton Castle (Ayrshire) was dis
lodged after a brief existence between 1830 and 1850 by the estab
lishment of iron works near by (Naturalist, 1851). On the other 
hand, the immemorial heronry at Rossington (Yorks.) has not been 
disturbed by the sinking of a pit and establishment of a colliery 
village within fifty yards of it. The desertion of Bodryddan 
(Flint.), once a very flourishing site, is said to be due to the drainage 
of a neighbouring marsh which was the favourite feeding-place. 

It is not uncommon, especially in Scotland and the north and 
west, for trees containing nests to be blown down, and the complete 
desertion of Hampden Park (Sussex) in 1918, Burton (Cheshire) 
about 1880-82 ; Bolam (Northumberland) about 1913 and Bwlch-
bychan (Cardigan) in 1925 are attributed to this cause, beside 
various local removals and temporary desertions. At Chilham 
(Kent) nests are described as being very hard to reach owing to the 
rottenness of the branches, while at Stapleford Park (Leics.) the 
supporting stems are so rotten " that they break off with the 
weight of the nests and destroy them." At Sheviock (Cornwall), 
Sandy (Beds.) and Somerley—one group, 1927—and Vinney Ridge 
(Hants.) fires are given as having dislodged or assisted in 
dislodging a colony ; at Arne (Dorset) many of the nest-trees 
were burnt about 1918 but the colony stayed on. 

The collecting of the eggs of the Common Heron is not, generally 
speaking, a serious menace to the species. Consall Wood (Staffs.) 
is stated to have been reduced to its present plight through nest-
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raiding by boys from Leek and colliers and others from the Potteries. 
At Elton (Northants.) it is suggested that decrease may be due to 
people with climbing irons who have sometimes broken into the 
park and raided the heronry ; a similar case, when the raiders were 
a party of schoolboys under a master, seems to have made a pro
found impression in Northumberland, where it is given in a variety 
of versions as a reason for withholding information about breeding-
sites. Banwell Wood (Somerset) is said to have suffered from 
" prolonged visits by egg-collectors." In Wiltshire eggs are 
reported to have been taken at Shearwater (extinct) and at the odd 
nest at Somerham on April 7th, 1928 ; other odd nests were robbed 
at Bourton-on-the-Water (Glos.) in 1927, at Holbrook Grange 
(Warwicks.) in 1928 ; at Bolton Abbey (Yorks.) in 1926-27, and 
some years ago at Primley (Devon). A nest at Vinney Ridge 
(Hants.), one of the last of that colony, was robbed, being near the 
road ; the same is believed to have occurred at Lorton Hall, 
Cumberland ; while in Yorkshire the nucleus of a heronry was 
robbed by schoolboys at Houghton Woods c. 1887 and again at 
Enholme " about twenty years ago." The extinction of Warton 
(Lanes.) was due to persistent robbery of the nests after a keeper 
ceased to be maintained there. Keepers, although in some places 
very hostile to the Heron, have proved elsewhere valuable defenders, 
and certain colonies, like the recent one on Hornsea Mere (now the 
largest in Yorkshire), owe their existence entirely to the exertions 
of a keeper. 

Apart from the breeding-season, shooting, and perhaps to a less 
extent trapping, are the chief means by which civilisation impinges 
on the Heron, since into the indirect consequences of drainage, 
river pollution, afforestation and development, it is beyond our 
present scope to inquire. It is neither feasible, nor perhaps 
desirable, to print in full the information upon this aspect which 
the census has elicited. The country may be divided into areas 
where Herons are protected, more or less strictly (we refer to 
practice, not to legal theory),such as the metropolitan district and 
many estates in most parts of the British Isles, areas where they 
are let alone or ignored, areas where they are kept down " within 
reasonable bounds (?) " and areas where a serious attempt is made 
at local extermination. The greater part of East Anglia and the 
neighbouring counties appear to fall in one of the first two groups. 
In Hertfordshire and Middlesex the absence of a breeding-site is 
directly traceable to the gun, but we have no evidence that 
persecution still continues. In Northamptonshire few seem to 
be shot, at any rate on the Nene. But in the Leicester-Lincoln-
Sheffield region the slaughter is very serious : a reward of 10s. per 
head is offered and " 11 or 12 Herons have been seen at one time 
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hanging on a vermin pole." In Derbyshire, although the Heron 
is still a common bird, the breeding colonies have been practically 
extirpated since 1900, concurrently with the extensive stocking 
of streams and lakes. In Gloucestershire, another fishing county, 
every attempt to found a heronry has been ruthlessly dealt with, 
the latest actually in 1928 ; a great many are shot and a reward of 
5s. is paid for them. In Wiltshire the reward has been discontinued 
at Longleat since 1852, but in other parts of the county persecution 
is as severe as anywhere, and we are reliably informed that fifty 
were shot at one locality in this county during the winter of 1927-28. 
(It will be observed that this almost equals the total number of 
breeding pairs.) In Devon the position is very involved. They 
are not much shot on estuarine waters, and many of the landowners 
protect them, but the Dart, Tamar and Plym, and apparently also 
the Exe Conservators, offer a shilling a head, and they are also shot 
freely in parts of the north and the extreme south-east, where 
rewards would formerly, and probably still, range from 3s. 6d. to 
7s. 6d. or even 10s. With this exception they seem not to be 
much molested east of Exeter. In Cornwall there is a reward of 
7s. 6d. in the Padstow area, but few appear to be shot. In Hamp
shire they are killed to a certain extent in most parts, and evi
dently on a large scale up the Test and on other fishing waters. 
In Somerset very few, if any, are shot, apart from about twenty a 
year in the Exmoor region. In Kent and Sussex they suffer 
comparatively little except from casual gunners, who account for 
a good many in winter. In Herefordshire slaughter by fishing 
interests is very extensive. In Yorkshire they are shot regularly 
in the E. Riding on Driffield trout streams and some young on the 
Humber where " vicarious gunners " are said to have become a 
nuisance since the war. In Wensleydale a large number are shot 
and " on one day nine were seen on the banks of the river shot by 
local keepers." In Cheshire they are not shot on the large estates 
in the centre of the county ; in Staffordshire at Bagots Park some 
were shot on the nest by marauders one Sunday night in 1923 ; and 
elsewhere in the north, especially on the east coast, gunners whose 
definition of game includes the Heron are reported as a serious 
factor. In Northumberland, where the evil seems most serious, 
they are also shot to a certain extent by keepers, and they have 
suffered from the break-up of their colonies by felling more seriously 
here than elsewhere. In Cumberland, which has also been unfor
tunate in that respect, they are immune in several areas at least. 
In Westmorland fifteen to twenty were killed during 1927 at a single 
trout hatchery. Turning to North Wales, the position is described 
as being very serious indeed in Anglesey, where the seaside gunner 
who " likes to have one Heron in his bag " has become frequent 
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since the war, and in Caernarvonshire. In the Conway valley 
there is a reward of 5s. a head. On Menai Straits, however, the 
sea fishermen are not unfriendly, and although a number are shot 
in the Vale of Clwyd (Denbigh) the situation there does not give 
rise to alarm. For Merioneth and Montgomery we have no suffi
cient data ; further south in Wales no excessive persecution is 
indicated by the reports. 

To sum up, the counties in which Herons are shown to be killed 
on a large scale are Derby, Devon (parts), Gloucester, Hampshire, 
Hereford, Leicester, Lincoln (part), Northumberland (?), Notting
ham, Westmorland, Wiltshire, Yorkshire (parts), Anglesey and 
Caernarvonshire. In some of these areas the campaign is so well 
organised and financed that the Heron as a breeding species is 
unable, or practically unable, to survive, and these areas appear to 
act as a drain on the Heron population as a whole—a point which 
will be dealt with under Movements. Nevertheless, there is no 
evidence that the survival of the species is more than locally 
endangered, nor does any English scheme appear to compete in 
thoroughness with that adopted in a county north of the Border 
(which it would be superfluous to name) where on every Thursday 
regularly the keepers turn out over the whole length of a certain 
river and shoot all Herons, Cormorants, Dippers, and birds 
considered destructive to fish. 

Since it was considered desirable to obtain some comparison 
between the degree of protection afforded by law and that actually 
prevailing, we caused a question to be put to the Home Secretary 
in the House of Commons regarding " the names of the county 
and borough authorities which are using their powers under the 
Wild Birds Protection Acts to give protection to Herons, either 
for the close season, for an extended close season, or for all the 
year." To this Sir William Joynson-Hicks gave the following 
reply :— 

" I believe the following list to be correct, but there has not been time, 
since the Question appeared on the paper, to verify it completely. 

COUNTIES AND COUNTY BOROUGHS (ENGLAND AND WALES) 
W H E R E T H E COMMON HERON IS PROTECTED. 

BIRDS ADDED TO SCHEDULE. 

Counties. County Boroughs. 
Chester Barnsley 
Isle of Wight Barrow-in-Furness 
Hertford Blackburn 
Huntingdon Burton-on-Trent 
Kent Chester 
Lancaster Eastbourne 
Northampton Halifax 

Ditto Soke of Peterborough Ipswich 
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Counties. 
Rutland 
Stafford 
Suffolk, East and West 
Sussex, East and West 
Westmorland 
Wiltshire 
Worcester 
Yorks., East, West and North Ridings 
Cardigan 

SPECIAL OR EXTENSION OF 

Counties. 
Northampton, Soke of Peterborough 

County Boroughs. 
Leeds 
Northampton 
Portsmouth 
Rochdale 
Southport 
Stockport 
Wakefield 
Wallasey 
Warrington 

CLOSE T I M E . 

County Boroughs. 
Northampton 

PROTECTED ALL Y E A R . 
Counties. 
Chester 
Derby 
Isle of Wight 
Huntingdon 
Middlesex Monmouth 
Sussex, East and West 
Westmorland 
Yorks., W. Riding 
Cardigan 
Denbigh 

SUNDAY PROTECTION. 

Leicestershire." 

County Boroughs. 
Barnsley 
Chester 
Eastbourne 
Halifax 
Leeds Newport (Mon.). 
Portsmouth. 
Sheffield 
Stockport 
Wakefield 
Wallasey. 

A comparison of this reply with the data already reviewed will 
show on the one hand that several of the areas where most birds 
are killed enjoy the fullest nominal protection, while others, like 
Somerset, where protection is very satisfactory and the species 
increasing, allow the Heron no privileged legal status. Neverthe
less, the largest heronry in the country is in a neighbourhood where 
protection is afforded by law to a conspicuous extent, and in Chester, 
Huntingdon, Sussex and Cardigan, among those extending protec
tion through the whole year, the discrepancy between theory and 
practice is not known to be very marked. 

RELATIONS WITH OTHER SPECIES. 
The relations between one species and another are roughly 

divisible into four categories—predatory, parasitic, social and 
competitive. Under these heads the data collected by the census 
may conveniently be dealt with, although it is obvious that certain 
cases might reasonably be assigned to more than one class. 

(a) PREDATORY RELATIONS. 

The Common Heron, except in the earliest stages of its life, is 
too large and formidable to be the normal prey of any member of 
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the British fauna. In Scotland, cases are described of attacks 
upon it by the Golden Eagle (Aquila c. chryseetus), but these appear 
to be exceptional, and in none is the quarry known to have perished. 
The Peregrine Falcon (Falco p. peregrinus) is also noted in isolated 
instances as an enemy of the Heron, and it was formerly exploited 
in this capacity by falconers, who have long been a negligible factor 
so far as this question is concerned. In one case (Birch, Essex, 
February, 1878) the continued presence of a pair of Peregrines was 
held responsible for the migration of an entire colony to another 
site. 

The Carrion-Crow (Corvus c. corone) is apparently the worst 
destroyer of Heron's eggs, with the possible exception of man. 
Thus at Eastdon House (Devon) the check on increase of the 
colony is attributed by the owner to Crows sucking the eggs ; at 
Thoresby (Notts.) during some years of the mid-nineteenth century 
no young were reared through Carrion-Crows ; at Otmoor (Oxon) 
in May, 1928, two clutches were sucked by the neighbour Crows ; 
at Burton Constable (Yorks.) a solitary nest met the same fate in 
1925 ; at Fivehead (Somerset) Crows were largely, if not wholly, 
responsible for temporary desertion of the site in 1924 ; at Goodwood 
(Sussex) the heronry is considerably pestered by Crows nesting in 
the same wood ; at Colwick (Notts.) two outlying nests deserted 
through the adjoining trees being blown down were immediately 
colonised by Crows ; at Talgarth (Merioneth) they are noted as 
having sucked Herons' eggs, and at Glanwye (Brecon.) and Rusland 
(Lanes.) they are the chief of the enemies recorded. Crows are in 
all probability to blame for other losses, the cause of which has 
not been fixed. Only at Brantham Court (Suffolk) is the Jay 
(Garrulus g. rufitergum) noted as an agent of destruction ; here it 
is " known to destroy at least twenty eggs annually," which is an 
average of more than one for every Heron's nest. The Magpie 
(Pica p. pica) is indicated only at Rusland (Lanes.) and the Jackdaw 
(Colceus m. spermologus) not at all, although it has previously been 
held responsible for similar raids. Llidiardan (Cardigan) is said 
to have shifted in 1926 through a pair of Buzzards (Buteo b. buteo) 
settling close ; much fighting occurred in which Herons were 
apparently the aggressors ; while at Glanwye (Brecon) Buzzards 
are believed to prey on the young in the nests. At Dallam Tower 
(Westmorland) it was observed in 1887 that the Lesser Black-
backed Gull (Larus f. affinis) would chase Herons and make them 
drop fishes in time of scarcity. At Scampston (Yorks.) remains 
were found of a Heron apparently killed by a fox, and another 
with the whole tail and rump torn away, which Mr. W. H. St. 
Quintin considers to have been seized by an otter, succumbing to 
its injuries later. The Raven (Corvus c. corax), although sharing 
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sites with the Heron in Devon and elsewhere, is only noted as an 
active enemy in Scotland and Wales ; in Scotland and Ireland the 
Hooded Crow (Corvus c. comix) has also to be reckoned with. 
The Rook (Corvus f, frugilegus), although noted as doing the same 
at Glanywern (Denbigh), is only exceptionally an enemy of this 
sort and belongs to a later category. 

However, as no specific question was put regarding the enemies 
of the Heron, it is likely that a considerable amount of information 
which might have been elicited on the subject was deemed irrelevant 
by those who filled in the schedules, and much the same applies to 
the parasitic and competitive relations later to be dealt with. 

The same size and equipment which leaves the Heron with few 
enemies provides it with a wide variety of prey. In some areas, 
in fact, it seems to be one of the most feared of all birds ; it is 
accused of terrifying Grouse (Lagopus s. scoticus) by flying low 
over the moors, and in Dumfriesshire and Kirkcudbright at least 
two heronries have been suppressed on this account, while in South 
Uist, where the Herons only settled in 1922, they are said to be 
" a nuisance, driving off the loch . . . geese, duck, etc.," and in 
support of this it is stated that four pairs of geese and several 
duck used to nest upon a certain island till the Herons established 
themselves, and now there is not a single goose or duck on that 
part of the loch-—" the Herons have driven them away." (Murdo 
Macdonald, per Hon. C. Mulholland). It is to be noted that cases 
of such intimidation are not reported from any part of England 
or Wales. In Sussex, however (according to Mr. H. W. Finlinson), 
the farm bailiff at Lancing College saw a Heron killing ducks and 
tearing open their crops to get at food they had eaten, at five 
o'clock one morning a few years ago. 

In proceeding to enumerate briefly the species on which the 
Heron is reported by various observers to prey, more pro
minence must be given to isolated and often exceptional cases 
where proof is given than to the many general entries of 
" trout," " eels," or even " fish," amongst which it is clearly 
impossible for us to distinguish those based on sure grounds 
and careful investigation from those which merely represent 
the rough general opinion of the district. It is, of course, not 
without value to learn that most observers in a certain region 
consider the Heron to feed chiefly on trout or eels or otherwise, as 
the case may be ; such an opinion must be taken into account, not 
merely by protective legislation, but by any economic inquiry 
which aims at conclusive results. Nevertheless, it is impossible 
in a scientific paper to base anything upon general statements 
unsupported by detailed evidence. 

Out of 31 pellets from Brockley Park (Somerset), carefully analysed 
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by Mr. L. A. Hawkins, 23 contained some remains of water-voles, 
in most cases consisting of fur, although 13 showed claws in addi
tion, and 3 held teeth. Of insects, 14 contained Colymbetes fuscus, 
in varying numbers, 6 being the most found in any single pellet. 
Nine or perhaps 12 contained Dytiscidce, and 9 Notoneda. " Vegeta
tion " occurred also in 9 instances. The extreme weights of pellets 
analysed were 22 and 267 grains. Other identified remains were 
Cercyon, Geotrupes (?) and other Coleoptera remains, an elytron of 
Hydrophilus piceus, a caddis case, dragonfly, Pyramidula rotundata 
(mollusc) and part of a fish about six inches long. Fur, teeth and 
bones of a long-tailed field-mouse (Mus sylvaticus) were found in a 
pellet which unfortunately could not be attributed to the Heron 
without some element of doubt. 

Of 13 lots of castings collected by Mr. C. F. Archibald at Rusland 
(Lanes.) 13 contained fur, 8 the bones or teeth of water-rats, 1 
rabbit (?), 1 shrew, 1 bird, 10 insects and 5 water-beetles. The 
insects included Dytiscus marginalis and other spp., Dytiscid 
larvae, Geotrupes spp.; Carabids ; a wireworm ; Melolontha sp. ; 
Aphodias sp. ; Curculionid; caddis cases ; a large dragonfly ; 
water-boatmen (Corixa ?) and earwigs. Some of the smaller 
insects (e.g., Curculionid beetle, Aphodias, and earwig) may have 
crept into the castings when on the ground, or have been contained 
in one of the larger animals eaten. There have been found under 
the nests at various times a sea-trout (about J-lb.), 5 trout and 
parr, the largest 6 in., all under one nest together; flounders 
4-5 inches long, eels, and a toad, while an injured bird disgorged 
a stickleback. 

In Devon, where most of the colonies are estuarine, molluscs, 
polychasta, flat-fish, eels and samlets are considered the staple 
diet, but in fresh water they take " trout, samlets and an occasional 
eel," while on Dartmoor " frogs and frog-spawn are extensively 
used for feeding in the spring." At Moreton, near Bideford, " they 
come after the goldfish in the ponds." In Wiltshire perch and 
eels are noted at Somerham and Bowood ; eel at Longleat ; largely 
water-rat and fish at Savernake, where small prussian carp and 
frog-spawn are said to have been taken; while at Bradford "from 
the many casts I have examined they feed largely on rodents—I 
have found remains of beetles also (J. Penrose)." In Somerset eels, 
water-voles and frogs are generally noted; at Halswell a dozen 
pellets yielded almost exclusively water-vole with a few elytra, 
etc., of water-beetles. Only at Brockley and Allers Wood are 
trout included, and at both in large quantities. Rats are added at 
Fivehead and (apparently) fresh-water mussels (Anodonta cygnea) 
at Marston Park; toads are noted at Shapwick, where one bird 
was observed to eat a grass-snake. Accounts from Hampshire 
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are rather meagre and conflicting ; at Wickham they are said 
almost to desert fresh water in the breeding-season, though the 
site is some way inland, and at Sowley also they forage mostly 
from the shore, skeletons of flounders having been found beneath 
the nests ; on the R. Meon a very careful observer describes the 
damage to trout as " unbelievable unless seen." Fish, eels and 
frogs are the diet generally given ; the absence of mention of 
mammals of any sort may or may not be significant. However, 
in late May or early June, 1928, Mr. G. W. Godman saw a Heron 
on the Avon find " some young Redshanks that could just fly a 
few yards ; he swallowed one after some difficulty, then as another 
flew up he gave a hop, landed beside it, and proceeded to swallow 
that." 

In Sussex eels and fresh-water fish appear the most favoured ; 
a water-rat is noted at Aldershaw. In Surrey at Burwood frog-
spawn was picked up under a nest on April 4th, 1928 ; at Betch-
worth three small roach were seen cast up in haste ; in Bucks pike 
and perch are noted in the extreme N.E., while at Black Park, 
Langley, the food is said to consist largely of young wild duck 
and trout. At Otmoor (Oxon.) a nestling cast up a 10-12 inch 
pike, partly digested, and another a large eel, while " some pellets 
that I examined were almost exclusively water-vole remains, and 
undoubtedly these and to a large extent other voles and mice 
enter very largely into the diet here." In Beds., at Sandy, they 
change feeding-grounds as the season progresses, and the diet is 
chiefly coarse fish—pike, perch, roach, etc., occasionally small 
rodents. Two dead mice and a water rat were found uneaten 
here ; also half-digested remains of a 12-inch jack and 6-inch 
perch. At Ford House they feed mostly in ditches and marshes 
barren of fish, and frogs are considered the staple diet, yet eels and 
roach and often J-lb. pike are found under nests. In Essex, at 
Boreham House, besides fish and eels constantly, " I have found 
several bones in the nest belonging to mice and voles. Once I 
found three moles which had been killed quite recently, lying at 
the bottom of one of the trees, but no attempt had been made to 
eat them." In Suffolk we find notes of flat fish, fresh-water fish 
and eels, while at Brantham Court " it is quite usual to see over 
twenty birds apparently feeding in arable land on winter wheat, 
oats, etc., during the winter, between heronry and foreshore." 
The only other instance of such behaviour is at Eskdalemuir. 

At Elton (Northants) " barn rats have been found under their 
nests." In Notts roach and tiQut are noted from Clumber, 
and fish (especially eels), frog and fish-spawn, voles, mice, frogs, 
toads, tadpoles, moles and an occasional rabbit, with probably 
Moorhen or Coot chick exceptionally, from Colwick. In Staffs. 
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we get notes at Weston of " largely frogs, but also fish " ; and at 
Ilam of trout, grayling, eel, crayfish, frogs, tadpoles, water-spiders, 
etc. In Cheshire " frogs, coarse fish and newts " are noted at 
Combermere, while at Eaton Hall a young bird had a 21-inch eel, 
partly digested, sticking out of its beak. At Scarisbrick (Lanes.) 
stomach-contents of an April bird comprised roach and stickleback ; 
roach are also noted at Ince Blundell, and frogs at Scarisbrick. 
At Wassand (Yorks.) perch and roach are noted as disgorged by 
the young ; otherwise eels, all kinds of small fish, Moorhens, water-
voles and mice. They are said to be very partial to small crabs, 
and in spring large numbers of frogs and toads are eaten. Other 
Yorkshire returns are similar but less comprehensive ; at 
Scampston, where coarse fish and trout are the rule, many short-
tailed voles were found under the nests during a vole plague. At 
Dallam Tower, Westmorland (c. 1877), a water-vole and remains 
of Dytiscus marginalis were found in a young bird's stomach ; 
water-voles were a favourite food. In Cumberland, at Lorton, the 
young disgorge almost exclusively trout, but at Floriston " water-
rats, eels and chub are principal food. . . trout and flat fish also 
taken as well as rabbits, field-mice and frogs " (R H. Brown). 
In Northumberland trout and frogs are mentioned. The case of 
a bird shot on the River Lynher (Cornwall) in September, 1928, 
which is said to have been attacking a hen and chicken at the time, 
is not communicated at first-hand. At Halston (Salop) " by the 
pellets very large numbers of rats, water-voles, mice, moles, etc., 
are devoured, besides frogs, fish, etc." In Anglesey and Caer
narvonshire the food comes mainly from the sea. At Glanwye 
(Brecon) they play havoc with the trout at spawning time. At 
Highmead (Cardigan) food is given as "small trout, eels, frogs, 
and even mice." ; a f-lb. eel was found dropped. " Staple food 
. . . frogs, eels and every fish they can get hold of from goldfish 
to salmon smolts ; I do not think, however, that they do any 
great harm to river fisheries, as they can only fish in the shallows, 
but they will clear fish out of shallow ponds in no time, as I have 
found to my cost. One Cormorant will kill more trout in a day 
than a Heron could do in a month." In Carmarthen, where they 
are largely saltwater feeders, we are given a diet of " fish, eels, young 
water hens, young wild ducks, rats, mice, young pheasants " at 
Pendine. In Monmouth, frogs and small fry are returned for 
Llanover, and eels, freshwater mussels, etc., for Pwllhead. 

The 1928 Scottish returns contain only eighteen replies to the 
relevant question. Nine give trout (only one gives trout alone) and 
among these is a note from Moray, where the staple diet is eels, 
that " they kill and leave a lot of big trout." Eight either give eels 
as the staple diet or state that the observer has actually seen them 
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eaten. In Kirkcudbright in 1927 " one Heron killed a large number 
of Lady Hope-Dunbar's goldfish from an ornamental pond and 
laid them out on the ground but did not eat them." (A precisely 
similar occurrence in Devon is reputed to have been the cause for 
the entire destruction of a heronry.) At another Kirkcudbright 
colony they "feed chiefly on small herrings and black-backed 
flounders. I have often examined their vomits when captured in 
salmon-stake nets " (Adam Birrell). When the Scottish census 
is completed it may be possible to judge whether there is any 
significance in such facts as that the frog appears as a staple food 
only in three Lowland localities ; at present the data north of the 
Border are very meagre. 

In Ireland, fish, eels and sand eels are mentioned for Co. Down, 
while in Mayo eels and frogs are believed to be the staple diet, 
young trout and fry being also taken and probably rats and mice. 

(b) PARASITIC RELATIONS. 

No data on this point were asked for and few received by the 
census ; we insert it here not merely for completeness, but for the 
sake of drawing attention to the considerable field open for research 
on the parasites of the Heron. Apart from body parasites and 
those attached to the nest, we should expect to find creatures 
subsisting on the rotten eels, etc., which are common under many 
heronries, and we do in fact learn from an old record (Zoologist, 
1849) that at Coley Park otters used to come regularly to the wood, 
presumably for the sake of the fish and eels lying about under the 
trees. An interesting case of parasitism on the Heron is recorded 
from N. Wales, where a bird which had caught a trout and waded 
ashore to despatch it was set upon by one of a pair of Carrion-
Crows which had been observing his movements. On the Heron 
dropping his trout and turning to defend himself, the second Crow 
seized and carried off the fish, followed by its mate The Heron 
made no attempt at pursuit and went on fishing again 
(M. V. Wenner). 

It may also be pointed out here that the size, habits and move
ments of the Heron make it a particularly likely agent for the 
distribution of plants, and that the feet, etc., of dead birds should 
always be examined with that in mind. 

(c) SOCIAL RELATIONS. 

In many parts of its range the Heron breeds in mixed colonies 
with one or more related forms—for example, the Night-Heron 
(Nyrticorax n. nycticorax). Sir Thomas Browne records mixed 
colonies of Herons and Spoonbills (Platalea leucorodia) which 
existed in his time in Norfolk ; there were others earlier at East 
Dean (Sussex) and Fulham (Middlesex) (Zoologist, 1877, etc.), but 
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nothing of this kind now survives in the British Isles, and although 
other species frequently share the same site they are to be regarded 
as competitors or parasites rather than as welcome associates. 
The failure of the Heron to enter into social relations at other 
seasons is well known. 

{d) COMPETITIVE RELATIONS. 

Economically, it is not apparent that the Heron has any very 
serious competitors for food in the British Isles, and economic 
ornithology is certainly too backward for the question to be profit
ably tackled for some time. So far as its breeding-sites are con
cerned, much the most important competitor is undoubtedly the 
Rook. It will be seen by reference to the Index of Information 
that no less than thirty-five of the existing heronries in England 
and Wales, apart from many former ones, are recorded as being 
mingled with or closely adjoining a rookery. Although this was 
one of the questions which drew a considerable response, the 
material sent in tends rather to intensify than to remove the 
difficulty of generalising upon the relations of the two birds. In 
the majority of cases where a rookery and a heronry coincide they 
appear either to ignore one another, which is usually interpreted 
as friendliness, or to adopt an attitude involving constant petty 
friction, which has been well described by one observer as " a n 
armed neutrality." One of these alternatives applies, without 
further elaboration, so far as our information goes, to all the extant 
joint colonies except those which follow, and we have considered 
it unnecessary to go into detail regarding them, because whether 
the description is to be " friendly " or " hostile " depends princi
pally on what the observer happens to have witnessed. If there 
are two observers, their impressions are, as often as not, 
contradictory. 

Mobbing of Herons by Rooks is not infrequent; at Harleyford 
(Bucks.—extinct) it is said that they were mobbed every afternoon 
and evening ; while Gayhurst (Bucks.'—extinct) ceased within 
three years of the Rooks gaining a footing, through their harrying 
the returning birds and making them drop their fish. The same 
policy is pursued at Mourne Park (Co. Down) where " Rooks take 
no notice of the Herons except when the latter are bringing food 
to the nests, when the Rooks attack and cause the Heron to drop 
anything it may be carrying. At all other times they are on 
friendly terms " (Lord Kilmorey). In Co. Mayo, where the Rooks 
were formerly kept down in the interests of the Herons (as formerly 
at Birch (Essex) and elsewhere in England), they are now proving 
a serious nuisance; at Wilford Wood they are driving out the 
Herons which share their trees, and at Newport they have already 
done so, the remnant of the colony having had to resettle elsewhere. 
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At Llanbyther (Cardigan) Rooks mob passing Herons ; at 
Stedcombe (Devon) a Heron was seen mobbed while visiting the 
nest; at Pantygoytry (Monmouth) Herons were never allowed to 
hatch off, 1920-27, and abandoned the struggle ; Edenhall (Cumber
land) is said to have been split in two by Rooks before 1886, and at 
Red Carr, Scampston (Yorks.), they expelled the Herons c. 1913 in 
spite of human intervention. Blackheath (Suffolk) was also ousted 
by Rooks from its original site, but resettled quite close ; in 1893-94 
only one or two clutches of eggs escaped destruction by Rooks 
(F. C. R. Jourdain). At Thurland Castle (Lanes.) the Rooks would 
attack a single Heron, but not more than one ; apparently there 
were no reprisals, though most of the Herons had a tail- or wing-
feather missing. At Co ley Park (Berks.) there is friction when the 
young start flying, and an attempted offshoot of the colony was 
nipped in the bud by Rooks c. 1923-4. But equally often the battle 
goes the other way. In Beds, the Ford House colony was founded in 
1923 by a pair taking possession of three Rooks'nests and using them 
as a foundation for its own ; the Rooks were driven out of the sur
rounding group of trees. At Chilham (Kent) the rookery was for a 
time expelled and Rooks are still attacked if they approach too near ; 
at Ashenden, after repelling an offshoot of the rookery in the 
first year, the Herons proceeded to invade the main rookery as 
well, and now both sites are shared. At Ham (Staffs.) the very 
large rookery shifted several hundreds of yards on the heronry 
being established. At Stillingfieet (Yorks.) " Herons fight the 
Rooks away." 

One of the largest joint colonies of the two in England is Comber 
mere (Cheshire) where the rookery has over 400 nests, some sharing 
the same trees ; this also occurs at Brockley Park (Somerset), 
Colwick, (Notts.), where the interval is in one case only half a yard, 
and elsewhere. At Boreham House (Essex), where the Rooks have 
now moved, they used to steal nesting material, and the same is 
noted at Glanywern (Denbigh) where they are also said to suck 
eggs ; the relations here are, not unnaturally, hostile, and dead 
Rooks are found beneath the trees. The classic instance of warfare 
in a joint colony is Dallam Tower (Westmorland). The nest-trees 
of the Herons having been cut down in 1775 the Herons could find 
no satisfactory alternative except in the rookery, where they 
attempted to establish themselves the next year ; a determined 
resistance followed in which many Rooks and some Herons were 
killed, the Herons not only gaining a footing, but maintaining 
themselves against a counter-attack the next year. In 1866 an 
attempt to establish an offshoot of the heronry was suppressed by 
Rooks, and there is said to have been a further great battle before 
the War. 

2E 
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While there are instances of Rooks expelling Herons and Herons 
expelling Rooks, and others of the two living together, there are 
also some curious examples where both Rooks and Herons have 
suddenly deserted a joint colony for no apparent reason. This 
happened about ten years ago at Talgarth (Merioneth), and also at 
Margam (Glamorgan). Joint roosts are noted at Bagga Tor 
(Devon) and Aston (Cheshire), where the felling of nest-trees led to 
invasion and a battle. One further factor involving the joint 
colony is the disturbance usually caused to the Herons during 
Rook-shooting ; a pair building in a Yorkshire rookery are said to 
have deserted on this account. For Scotland very few data 
regarding the relations of Rooks and Herons are so far available, 
and these only for the Lowlands. 

In Scotland, however, the Heron comes into contact with many 
other species. At Eddrachillis Bay (Sutherland) a pair were 
found breeding in 1923 in the midst of a coastal colony of Cor
morants (Phalacrocorax c. carbo) ; at Lyre Geo (Orkney) their 
immediate neighbours are Herring-Gulls (Larus a. argentatus), 
Shags {Phalacrocorax a. aristotelis) and Fulmar Petrels (Fulmarus 
£. glacialis) ; on N. Uist they suffer from the neighbourhood of 
Ravens, and the shifting of a considerable heronry elsewhere is 
attributed to the establishment of a Golden Eagle's eyry in the 
same glen. As regards Ireland it is only necessary to call attention 
to the fact that whereas Ussher and Warren state that there is a 
joint colony* of Herons and Cormorants on Tawnyard Lough, Co. 
Mayo, the 1928 return explicitly states that the Cormorants nest 
separately on a larger wooded islet in the same lake. In Wales, 
Mathew records that the heronry at Poyntz Castle (Pembroke) was 
expelled by Cormorants. There are no such joint colonics returned 
for England. 

POPULATION. 

FERTILITY. 

By far the most important data on this point were those secured 
by M. E. A. Davies and H. F. Witherby at Fawley Court (Bucks.). 
Out of the 73 occupied nests in this colony 64 were examined, 
containing 228 eggs and young, an average of 3.56 each. Two 
nests had 5 young and one had 5 eggs. Three nests had 2 young 
as an apparently complete clutch. At Sandy (Beds.) there are 
six broods of 4 young noted and one of 5. At Boreham House 
(Essex), on April 22nd, there were three clutches and broods of 5 
and five of 4 eggs or young. In 1927 one c/6 was noted and several 

*The colony was mixed in 1899 (F. C. R. Jourdain). 
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c/5. Very few have 3 or less, except very late nests and second 
broods. This is particularly interesting, since it shows that there 
is no decline of fertility to account for the inexplicable decay of 
this heronry. It is worth drawing attention to the case recorded 
by Smith for Wiltshire in 1887, when he was told by C. Penruddocke 
that at Compton Park there were usually 5-6 young per nest, and 
he once actually had 75 young hatched, though the heronry never 
exceeded 15 pairs in his time. An average of above 5 young per 
nest seems difficult to credit. At Banwell (Somerset) c/5 is 
uncommon, and there are oftener 3 than 4 ; at Shapwick 3 is 
" very usual," while at Brockley over four broods of 3, and five of 2, 
were reared. At Elterwater (Westmorland) 21 young are said to 
have been reared in four nests. On Otmoor (Oxon.) a c/6 found in 
late May was definitely a second brood, a family having already 
been brought off in that nest. At Trevelver (Cornwall) 4 was the 
largest clutch by March 21st, but c/5 was noted for an isolated nest. 
At Aldershaw (Sussex) on April 6th there were three to four c/5, 
nine c/4, twelve c/3 and three c ?/2. At Eridge there are generally 
2-3 young ; at High Halstow (Kent) 3-4. At Eaton Hall (Cheshire) 
nests examined gave one c/5, one c/4, six c/3 and two c/2 ; at 
Combermere in 1927 thirty-three broods averaged 2 each. At 
Ince Blundell (Lanes.) four nests reared only 7 young. At Wassand 
(Yorks.) young average 3-4, there being almost invariably 4 in the 
clutch (one c/5 noted in thirty-five years). At Great Corby 
(Cumberland) there was only one c/5 out of all clutches examined 
1923-28, all others being 4. At Floriston, 53 nests examined 
1925-28 give 2.8 young as the average brood reared. At Gainford 
(Durham) broods of fully-grown young give two of 5, two of 4 and 
one of 2. In Denbigh two c/5 were noted at Tan-y-gaer in March, 
with c/4 and c/3 ; at Glanywern 1923-26 mostly c/3 and c/4, only 
one c/5. In three Caernarvonshire sites there were five broods of 
3 young and six of 2. Only one c/5 is noted for Scotland, at 
Carsphairn (Kirkcudbright). In several cases second broods were 
noted, as shown in the Index to Information. 

MORTALITY. 

Mortality in the nest is evidently very variable and sometimes 
heavy. The youngest of a brood is often a weakling and is liable 
to meet an early end. In a gale young are often blown down, and 
they are apt to fall even in perfect calm. At Trevelver (Cornwall) 
five were killed in this way in 1926 among a colony of five nests. 
It is noted at Chilham (Kent) that if the young fall they never 
attempt to use their wings, but drop like stones and are killed. 
At Bowood (Wilts.) a young bird accidentally hanged itself. At 
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Scampston 5 or 6 deserted in the snowstorm of March n t h - i 2 t h , 
and as they rebuilt, had not hatched by mid-May. 

In severe weather the adults perish to a remarkable extent, 
and this has been very marked in the winter of 1928-29. At 
Broomhall (Caernarvon), the keeper found 5-6 dead or dying Herons 
in the frost of December, 1927; in Northumberland an observer 
records having found one with a leg actually frozen fast where it 
had been fishing, which took some time to recover after it had been 
released. 

NON-BREEDING STOCK. 

Not many observers ventured to express an opinion on this 
difficult question, but such data as we have received show good 
reason to suppose that the proportion of non-breeding birds is liable 
to vary in different localities (perhaps also in different seasons) 
between a considerable figure and an insignificant one. 

At Boreham House (Essex) a considerable number of birds 
present take no interest in breeding operations and spend most of 
the day standing about in neighbouring fields and marshes ; they 
roost in trees about a quarter of a mile from the heronry. In 1927 
and 1928 this applied to quite 40 per cent, of the birds. At Ford 
House (Beds.) there are about 4 birds attached to the colony 
of 10 which do not breed. At Eridge (Sussex) 23 were counted on 
February 23rd, but only 8 pairs bred ; at Parham there a"re very 
few non-breeding-—say 5 or 6 against 58 nests. But in the Beaulieu 
area of Hants, there are at least twice as many non-breeding as 
breeding ; at Clumber (Notts.) about one-third fail to breed ; at 
Gisburn (Yorks.) the proportion is probably about 15 per cent, of 
those nesting, and at Flasby probably 20-25 P e r cent. In 
Cumberland they are estimated at about 25 per cent, round Cocker-
mouth, but apparently none at Muncaster. There are none at 
Ince Blundell (Lanes.) and very few in Somerset at present or at 
Warleigh (Devon) ; at Trevelver (Cornwall) the number is said to 
vary annually, and to have been nil for 1928. 

In Glamorgan Mr. G. C. S. Ingram, while watching from a hide 
on May 5th, 1925, saw two immature birds visiting the nests and 
being driven off by the owners ; these and 2-3 others were seen 
several times on later dates, and appeared to be hanging round 
on the off-chance of picking up food. In N.W. Wales there are very 
few, if any, in the Menai Straits region ; only one bird was met 
with which might possibly have been non-breeding. 

In the Scottish Isles non-breeding stock is very considerable; 
thus, in Orkney, many are seen at places where they could not 
possibly be breeding ; on North Uist, where they have only bred 
in recent years, there has always been a large non-breeding stock, 
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and still i s ; on S. Uist there are about 50 non-breeders against 
18 breeding pairs. At Woodeockair (Dumfries.) the ratio is thought 
to be roughly equal. 

DATE OF BREEDING. 

Little information was received regarding the date of arrival at 
the heronry. However, Major H. O. Peacock supplies a list of 
arrival dates at Stanford Hall (Notts.) between 1915-28 inclusive. 
The earliest note of detachments arriving occurs on January 16th 
(1923 and 1927—in the second case they left again); the latest is 
February i4th-23rd, 1919, and February 15th (final occupation), 
1927. For permanent settlement there are nine dates in January 
and only five in February. At Halleaths (Dumfriesshire) they 
arrive with the utmost regularity in the first week of February 
each year. 

At Wassand (Yorks.) thirty-five years' observation gives the 
earliest date for eggs as February 28th (c/4). At Ronay Island, 
N. Uist, a new-laid egg was found by about February 17th. At 
Trevelver (Cornwall) not more than 4 clutches out of 10 were com
plete by March 21st, and at Sheviock only 1 out of 4 examined had 
young by April 10th. In Caernarvonshire at Vaynol, 6 nests out 
of 14 were occupied after March 23rd ; but at Treguff (Glamorgan) 
6 nests out of 7 hatched by April 7th. Many counts prove that 
fresh nests continue to be added quite freely throughout April in 
a large number of colonies. Odd nests may contain new-laid eggs 
well on in June, as at Holbrook Grange (Warwicks.) ; an odd nest 
near Newbridge (Radnor) in which two young were reared during 
1927 was not built till June. At Parham (Sussex) three broods were 
still unfledged on July 2nd ; at Scampston (Yorks.) they are in 
the nest some years till early August ; the same is recorded at 
Kirkmichael Barony and at Halleaths (Dumfriesshire) where in 
1928 young were heard which sounded " not more than a week 
old on September 15th." 

DISTRIBUTION AND MOVEMENTS. 

SITES OF HERONRIES. 

Question 15, which inquired into the nature of the nest-site, was 
one of the most widely answered, and while the data collected are 
scarcely exact enough for elaborate analysis, they present on the 
whole a remarkably good picture of the present state of affairs in 
the British Isles. Naturally, an overwhelming majority of the 
nests thus accounted for are in trees, amongst which the choice is 
fairly catholic. In England the most favoured appear to be oak 
and Scots pine, followed by larch, spruce, ash, elm, beech, Spanish 
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chestnut, sycamore, horse-chestnut, wild cherry, alder, yew and 
Douglas fir. In Wales, Scots pine, spruce and other conifers are 
the most frequently recorded, and out of nineteen sites returning 
information only one is in oak, two partly in beech, and one (the 
largest) in ash and sycamore. Out of 17 in trees 11 are completely 
and two more partly in conifers. In Scotland, where details relating 
to 1928 are more meagre, 10 colonies were returned as being in 
Scots pine, 7 in beech, 5 each in larch and spruce, 3 in oak and 
2 each in Douglas and silver fir. In Ireland, oak occurs only in 
3 minor cases, spruce in 3, Scots pine in 5 and beech in 9, but the 
sites are rather more mixed than the majority reported from 
elsewhere. 

To list the heronries occurring in each kind of tree would take up 
too much space, but for the benefit of anyone interested these 
details are briefly indicated by the code of notes contained in the 
Index to Information (antea, p. 318). Certain cases occurred too 
rarely to be allotted any distinguishing sign ; these are grouped 
in the Index either under " other deciduous trees " or " other 
conifers " as the case may be, and a list of them in detail now 
follows. Coley Park (Berks.) is in plane trees. One or two nests 
at Eaton Hall (Cheshire) are returned as in willow,* and two or 
three as in birch, which is also noted at Saints Island (Co. Mayo) 
and Fawley Court (Bucks.). Poplar occurs in the case of isolated 
nests, no longer extant, near Dunster (Somerset) and at Leadenham 
(Lines.) in 1925. In 1927 the latter nest was in a very large thorn, 
a site only otherwise noted at Ormidale (Argyll) and in two colonies, 
one flourishing, the other extinct, on L. Carra (Co. Mayo). Holm 
oak is preferred at Rathfarnham (Co. Dublin) ; at Tawnyard 
Lough (Co. Mayo) the nests are in low holly. Some of the nests 
at Stadson (Devon) are in blue pine ; at Knighton Heath Wood 
(Dorset) in maritime pine ; at Sowley Pond and Hinton Admiral 
(Hants.) in pinaster, and at Claggan Wood (Co. Mayo) in Austrian 
pine* Swarland (Northumberland), some at Mount Stewart (Co. 
Down) and the former colony at Peper Harow (Surrey)—perhaps 
also that at Attingham (Salop)—belong to silver fir; while a former 
isolated nest at Aldwincle (Northants.) was in cedar, as were some 
of the nests in Warwick Park about 1850. Spixworth (Norfolk) is 
recorded to have been in Portugal laurel; and Hickling is in a 
tangle of honeysuckle at the top of a small oak. Not infrequently 
the trees in which nests occur are ivy-clad ; on Attorvally Island 
(Co. Mayo) and perhaps at L. Shin (Sutherland) there are nests in 
low bushes. 

In England no nests of 1928 were noted as having been placed 
on the ground, but instances of former breeding in reed-beds occur 

* They were nearly all in willows c. 1899 (Coward and Oldham). 
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at Aqualate (Staffs.)—2-3 for several years prior to 1892 ; Warleigh 
Wood (Devon), where two young were hatched in this position 
in 1916, and at Sherborne (Dorset) as lately as 1927. 

In Wales cliff sites exist at Solva and Forth Lisky, and an extinct 
one at Linney Head, all in Pembrokeshire ; there are others imme-
morially deserted, at the Great Orme (Caernarvon) and at South 
Stack (Anglesey). In Scotland two exist at Lyre Geo (Orkney) 
and Badcall Bay (Sutherland) ; there are, of course, others not 
included in the present returns, both in Scotland and Ireland. In 
Kintyre and the Outer Hebrides we find colonies amongst heather 
on the ground, but no examples occur among the returns from 
England, Wales or Ireland. 

The preferences which emerge from this mass of data are not 
very striking. Attention may be drawn, however, to the fact that 
the majority of the numerous Thames Valley stock cling to oaks 
or other deciduous trees ; and that out of the four largest British 
heronries, one is purely, and two more chiefly, in oaks, the other 
being purely in Scots pine. With completer data it might be 
possible to trace some local preference for beech in parts of Scotland, 
Ireland, and western England which is conspicuously absent else
where, except perhaps in Sussex and Kent. But preferences at 
best appear to be shallow and inconstant ; certainly there can be 
no question of a stock in which attachment to a certain tree is 
hereditary and ineradicable. Thus we have cases, as at Goodwood 
(Sussex) or Boreham House (Essex), of a colony gradually going 
over from deciduous to coniferous trees, and vice versa; earlier 
examples of the same process are recorded for the extinct sites of 
Rydal (Westmorland) and Walton Hall (Yorks.). A dislodged 
colony often, but not by any means always, resettles in the same 
kind of tree ; Slebech Park (Pembroke) and Badcall (Sutherland) 
provide instances of migration from a sea-cliff to trees and vice 
versa, if their pedigrees are correct. 

At the long vanished colony of Cressy Hall (Lines.), Pennant on 
June 27th-28th, 1769, observed upwards of 80 nests on a single 
oak, but there is no indication that any such spectacle could now 
be seen in any part of the country, and wherever the number of 
nests per tree is noted it is always fairly low. In Warwick Park, 
where about 1850 some elms held 12-14 nests each, the maximum 
in 1928 was 4, and there were 26 occupied in fifteen trees, giving 
1.75 per tree. At Ragley Park and Combe Abbey (maximum 3) 
the 1928 average was even lower. At Combermere (Cheshire) 
between 1924 and 1928 the maximum fell from 6 to 4 and the 
average from 2.6 to 2.05. At Birch (Essex) among 125 nests on 
April 16th, 1888, 8 was the maximum for one tree. At Chilham 
(Kent) the average is said to be 8 or 9. Fawley Court (Bucks.) 
which had 73 occupied in thirty-two trees—an average of only 
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about 2.2—had the largest noted figure with 13 occupied nests 
(and 1 unoccupied) in a single wild cherry; at Brockley Park 
(Somerset) four ash trees averaged nearly 5 nests each and one 
contained 17 nests—6 occupied and 3 old Herons' and 8 Rooks'. 

PEDIGREES OF HERONRIES. 

When a heronry is broken up several possibilities arise ; it may 
mean the end of the local breeding stock, or the birds may disperse 
into solitary pairs and odd groups of an impermanent nature, 
which has recently happened in the north on a scale very embarras
sing to the census, or they may migrate and resettle as a community. 
If they disperse, the tendency for fresh heronries to arise will be 
postponed, and may indefinitely be checked by adverse circum
stances, but it will not disappear, being inherent in the nature of 
the species. Thus at Wytham (Berks.) the heronry was broken 
up in 1920 and took to nesting scattered in the woods, but it has now 
crystallised at one point and is again highly concentrated. Some 
heronries, such as Trenant (Cornwall), are very scattered now, but 
it is doubtful if this will prove permanent. One proof of the centri
petal tendency is the rapidity with which many colonies grow in 
their early stages, which is considerably in excess of their own 
production of surplus pairs at the time. Where migration as a 
community occurs, unless the distance between the two sites is 
very short, doubt may arise as to the origin of the heronry. Thus 
the Parham birds are said to have migrated early last century from 
Penshurst (Kent) to Michelgrove (Sussex) and thence to Parham. 
The second journey, which is only a few miles, sounds plausible 
enough, but it is difficult to see how the first can ever have been 
proved, since Penshurst and Michelgrove are 35 miles apart. Not 
only is the distance considerable, but it hardly seems reasonable 
to suppose that until after 1800 there was no heronry commanding 
the outstandingly favourable Amberley Wildbrooks, and the 
valley of the Arun ; much more probably the birds came to Michel
grove from some other local site unknown to Horsfield, from whom 
all successive writers on the subject seem to have copied the 
statement verbatim. Eridge Park (Sussex) seems more likely the 
real successor of Penshurst. In the same way Rydal (Westmorland) 
is alleged to have been founded from Ravensworth (Durham) about 
1855 : we have failed to find indications that this is based upon 
anything more than a coincidence of date. The alleged migration 
of Acle (Norfolk) to Keswick about 1810 is not free from suspicion 
of the same sort; although the distance involved here is consider
ably shorter there seems no reason why this colony should not be 
traced to one or more of the various groups which were settled 
during the nineteenth century much closer to Acle. 
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We find three colonies stated to have been artificially started 
by birds brought over for the purpose. The first of these is 
Penshurst (Kent), already referred to, which is supposed to have 
originated from stock brought by the steward of Robert Dudley 
from Coity Castle, South Wales, in the time of Elizabeth. In the 
second case the flourishing colony of Hamilton Wood (Lanes.) 
is said to have probably arisen from captive »birds brought from 
Hamilton Palace, Scotland, at the beginning of last century. The 
third, Wootton (I.O.W.), is supposed to have been introduced 
within living memory, but details of the origin of the parent stock 
are not given. 

DISTRIBUTION AND MOVEMENTS. 

The present distribution of heronries in England and Wales is 
best represented by the maps facing p. 270 and 364. For move
ments, see Results of Marking Herons, p. 360. Other data simply 
confirm the generally apparent seasonal dispersal of the nesting 
colonies, and do not indicate any conspicuous influx into or emigra
tion out of definite regions, except in Orkney, where the immigration 
after the breeding-season confirms the northward drift suggested 
by the marking records. 

ALTITUDE OF HERONRIES. 

The altitude at which Herons breed was not made a particular 
object of enquiry, yet a few data on the subject seem worth including. 
Goodwood (Sussex), which is all above 500 ft., must be easily the 
loftiest first-rate colony. Wytham (Berks.), which is also not 
inconsiderable, is just below 400 ft. But the great majority of 
the larger heronries are much nearer sea-level, and many of them 
within 50 ft. of it. Among smaller groups some much greater 
altitudes are obtainable. Shirley Wood and Eaton Wood (Derby 
—the second now extinct) are both about 500 ft., while the single 
pair at Exford (Somerset) breed at about 1,000 ft. 

In Wales the steepness of the slopes on which the loftier heronries 
often stand makes it difficult to fix altitudes even approximately, 
but Venny Fach, the largest colony in Brecon, is over 500 ft., 
Glanwye 400, Senny bridge over 600, Penybont and Wainddu 
Common (Radnor) both between 7-800 ft. 

In Scotland, Carsphairn (Kirkcudbright) is about 750 ft. up. 
This list, of course, is in no way exhaustive. 

AGE OF HERONRIES. 

No doubt many heronries which are simply immemorial, and 
have no known pedigree, may have occupied the same site for several 
hundred years, but we can take account only of those colonies which 
have some recorded history. Among these, Chilham (Kent) seems 



Sketch-map of England and Wales : counties shaded according to average size of 
their recorded Heronries in 1928. 
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to have the best claim to be called the oldest ; it existed before 
1293, and we know no reason to believe that its continuity has been 
interrupted since. Aldershaw (Sussex) is close to the locality 
where another considerable heronry existed, also in the reign of 
Edward I. ; here we know that the site has shifted several times, 
but the modern colony may well be the lineal descendent of the 
ancient one. In Scotland, Dawyck (Peebles) dates from before 
May 31st, 1497. Allers Wood (Somerset) can be traced back to 
1545, and others to Elizabethan times, including Windmill Hill 
(Sussex), Althorp (Northants) and the unstable heronry on the 
Orwell, at present near Nacton (Suffolk), the earliest record of which 
appears to be an order for its destruction by the Privy Council on 
the petition of the burgesses of Ipswich. Muncaster (Cumberland) 
and Aqualate (Staffs.) are recorded during the seventeenth century ; 
Dallam Tower (Westmorland) and Highmead (Cardigan) go back 
at any rate to the middle of the eighteenth ; at least a dozen 
extant heronries in England and three in Wales can claim to have 
originated before 1800, and research may yet add several more. 
The foundation dates of existing heronries, so far as they are known, 
will be found in detail in the county tables, or grouped according 
to period in the Index to Information. 

EXTENT OF FORAGING RANGE. 

Although a mass of material was sent in upon this point it is 
necessarily of such a local nature that we cannot attempt to publish 
it in detail. There is found to be great variation in the practice 
of different colonies ; at some the birds are said to feed entirely 
within one or two miles of the nests, while at the other extreme 
we have heronries like Lyre Geo (Orkney) on an iron-bound coast, 
or Goodwood (Sussex) on waterless downs, with no possible feeding-
place within 21 miles in the first case or 5 in the second. There is 
good evidence for several colonies foraging regularly up to 10 or 
12 miles, including Chillingham (Northumberland) on the shore, 
8 miles, Otmoor (Oxon.) 8-9 miles, Ince Blundell (Lanes.) on Dee 
flats, 10 miles ; Harewood (Yorks.) 9 miles ; Hinton Admiral 
(Hants.) on Solent, 8-9 miles ; Parham and Goodwood (Sussex) 
on coast, 8-12 miles. Archerton (Devon) birds are thought to 
feed on Plymouth flats 17 miles, and Swarland (Northumberland) 
birds up to 16 miles, while at Stanford Hall (Notts.), the Wash, 
60 miles, is given as a regular feeding-place ; but further investiga
tion seems desirable of cases where the range is supposed to exceed 
a 12-mile radius. In some colonies, as at Colwick (Notts.), the 
foraging area shifts farther afield as the season advances, and it is 
suggested that the end of the frog-spawn season may have some
thing to do with this. But most reports state that the feeding-
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place does not change; there is some evidence that definite birds 
may have regular stands, as at Highmead (Cardigan) and in Caer
narvonshire, where a bird from Penrhyn is said to have fed every 
evening for weeks on the territory of the Vaynol colony, which is 
5 miles away. Another case where overlapping is reported is at 
Exmouth reservoir (Devon), given as a feeding-place for Salston 
(c. 7 miles) and Eastdon House (c. 5 | miles). 

RESULTS OF MARKING HERONS. 

Under the " BRITISH BIRDS " marking scheme, there were 
ringed in the British Isles 306 Herons in the period 1909-27 and a 
further 346 during 1928. Out of these, up to the end of 1928, there 
had been 44 recoveries reported, giving a recovery percentage of 
about 6.6 over all. Up to the end of 1926 the rate was 14.3, and 
the sudden drop is obviously due to the very creditable effort made 
during 1928, the results of which have not yet had time to make 
themselves felt*. These 44 records, therefore, represent an appre
ciable fraction of the birds marked. They throw light principally 
upon two aspects considered in this Report under the heads of 

* Since this section was written, during the first two months of 1929, 
eleven more recoveries have been notified. At least five, and possibly eight, 
of these died directly as a result of the severity of the winter, by which the 
movements of a ninth were probably also influenced, and to include so large 
a batch of abnormal records would clearly upset the norm resulting from 
the entire twenty-year period preceding; they are accordingly only added 
to the statistical table, and otherwise dealt with separately in this note, on 
the same lines as those for 1909—28. Taking the causes of death first, two 
were found exhausted and three dead in circumstances which left no doubt 
that they had perished through the frost, three more were " found dead " 
simply, and two (probably three) were shot. I t will thus be seen that the 
order is temporarily reversed ; out of these eleven almost as many perished 
certainly or possibly from natural causes as among the forty-four reported 
during the previous twenty years. The eleven new recoveries are without 
exception first-year birds, which is not perhaps surprising in view of the 
record number of marked birds of that age about. Among movements, the 
principal addition is Ireland, formerly a conspicuous gap, where one bird 
from Dumfriesshire was shot (Co. Antrim) and another from Fawley Court 
(Bucks.) found dead in Co. Meath during January-February, 1929- I t 
remains to be seen whether such a migration occurs a t all regularly, apart 
from the frost with which it in this case coincided. The tentative generalisa
tion that no Scottish birds have been recovered in the rest of Great Britain 
or abroad remains, surprisingly, unaffected by the winter ; four more Scottish 
birds are reported, a t least two having perished in the frost, but apart from 
the Irish recovery already mentioned, all are in Scotland not very far from 
the place of marking. Three more Cumberland birds are reported, one from 
Cumberland and two from Scotland (Moray and Ayrshire). Others from 
Eaton Hall (Cheshire) and Fawley Court (Bucks.) perished near the native 
site. The remaining record is a further Aldershaw bird in France (Pas-de-
Calais). Among separate heronries Aldershaw has now six recoveries (all 
abroad, and still the only foreign records for British-marked Herons) and 
Floriston has ten. 
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" Movements and Distribution " and " Relations with Man," but 
it has been considered more convenient to keep all the information 
derived from this special source in a separate section by itself. 

To dispose first of the causes of death, it is evident that direct 
human agency has been very largely responsible. Twenty-seven 
out of the 44—over 60 per cent.—were definitely " shot " or " killed " ; 
4 were netted or captured (including one again released) and 9 
were " found dead " ; in addition, there are 3 cases where no reason 
is stated and 1 of accidental death (on telegraphs). The fact that 
66 per cent, of the " found dead " or " not stated " entries refer 
to the small minority of Scottish returns, and only the residue to 
the overwhelming majority of English ones, is more reasonably to 
be traced to a difference in the character of the inhabitants than in 
the fate of the birds. It is noteworthy that 34 out of 44 recoveries 
have occurred during the first year out of the nest, which strongly 
suggests that wariness is learnt by bitter experience rather than 
inherited as an instinct. The tameness of Herons in localities 
where they are not persecuted bears this out, and the disproportion 
is all the more striking in view of the fact that a Staffordshire bird 
has been killed in its sixteenth year. While many natural deaths 
may escape human notice, it is difficult to doubt, on the other hand, 
that ringed Herons are frequently killed without being reported, 
and if we could feel justified in taking these results as a fair sample 
they would indicate that probably not more than a quarter of each 
generation, and perhaps only 10 per cent, of it, can survive on an 
average to take any part in reproduction. The summer Heron 
population, therefore, seems to consist of a small minority of wary, 
.experienced old birds, which go on breeding season after season, 
and a great mass of inexperienced juniors, of whom three-quarters 
or more are doomed to early destruction. But, pending further 
investigation, indications of this sort must not be taken too 
definitely. 

Turning to Movements, it is clear that dispersal after fledging is-
immediate and far-reaching. There is no evidence that this 
redistribution is in the direction of areas of low Heron population r 
as might be expected on the assumption that it is dictated by 
food-supply. On the contrary, we find several recoveries from 
elsewhere in counties like Cheshire and Lincoln, which have quite 
a high Heron population, and even in the neighbourhood of other 
Herons, as in the case of the Boreham-Thame and Otmoor-Weston-
super-Mare records (antea, Vol. XXL, p. 295). Only the records 
of first-year birds from Essex, France and Denmark, on the upper 
Test and Salisbury Avon, suggest the possible magnetic influence 
of a good fishing area not commanded by a breeding colony. It is 
significant that there is no case of a Heron ringed in Scotland and 
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recovered in England or Wales, the most considerable movements 
among the eight records being from the mainland to the Hebrides 
and from the Lowlands to the Highlands—north or west rather 
than south. On the other hand, 4 native English Herons have 
been recovered in Scotland and 5 on the Continent—that is, just 
a quarter of the total returns are outside England. Of Herons 
ringed abroad at least 3 have been recovered in the British Isles, 
one from Zeeland, E. Denmark, at Amesbury, Wilts., in its first 
autumn (1910) ; one from Pas de Calais at Laverstoke, Hants., in 
its first autumn (1927), and one from S.W. Sweden in Yorkshire 
in its second spring (1928). 

In addition, the records give some glimpses of the heronry as a 
unit. A Heron native to a certain Northumbrian colony was shot 
while incubating there in its fifth spring, while on the Solway a bird 
native to one colony was recorded during the breeding season at 
or very near a different colony. Of single heronries, Consall, near 
Cheadle (14), claims almost a third of the British recoveries to date, 
due to the ringing operations of J. R. B. Masefield during 1909-13. 
Only one of these recoveries occurred in Staffordshire, and that 
after nearly sixteen years, but 7 were in adjoining counties 
(Cheshire 4) and of the rest 2 were near Lincoln, 1 in S. Gloucester
shire, 1 in Radnor, 1 near Morecambe, Lancashire, 1 near Leeds, 
and 1 near Daventry, Northants. Floriston (Cumberland) has 
8 records, 2 from the Highlands, 1 from co. Durham and the rest 
locally; while the ringing operations at the great Aldershaw 
heronry in Sussex on April 22nd, 1928, have yielded already 5 
recoveries abroad, 2 each from France and Belgium and 1 in Spain 
(details antea,-p. 183), these being the only records of British-ringed 
Herons occurring outside Great Britain. 

The accompanying table shows under a broad regional classifica
tion the recovery localities of marked Herons so far as the British 
Isles are concerned. From this it will be noticed that the great 
majority of the records, including all the more remarkable move
ments, refer to first-year birds ; that north and west England, 
Scotland and Wales, have an excess of " immigrant " journeys 
(notwithstanding the fact that most recoveries occur in winter) 
while the Midlands and south England have an excess of " emi
grants " ; and that, so far as any drifts can at this stage be discerned, 
they appear to tend northwards and westwards, except in the 
extreme south, where there is evidently an appreciable cross-
channel migration. In view of the likelihood of a great increase 
in records in the near future, more detailed analysis would be 
premature; this table includes all recoveries notified before 
March, 1929, whether dealt with in the body of the text or added 
in the note. 
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N.B.—-Only birds marked or recovered in the British Isles are dealt with in this table . All 
records refer to first-year birds except those which follow a plus ( + ) . 

* A pr iva te ly-marked bird from Lincolnshire is said to have been sho t in E. Suffolk 
c. 185+ and ano the r to have been found on the Danube , near Vienna, abou t the same t ime 
( B a b i n g t o n ) . 

HERONRIES ABROAD. 

The Heron is a very widely-distributed species, and it would be 
possible almost to double the length of this Report by an adequate 
review of overseas data in comparison with the material here 
presented. That, of course, is out of the question, and suggestive 
as such a survey would be, much more precise work needs to be 
done both here and abroad before anything conclusive could be 
arrived at by it. Yet, in considering the results of the present 
census, it is necessary to bear in mind other work on the same lines 
that has already been done in the countries of western Europe, a 
full bibliography of which will be found in Ardea (1926), Vol. X., 
pp. 144-7. Since 1926 the most notable additions have been 
Chevalier Van Havre's work on Belgian birds, which gives details 
of the Belgian breeding stock, and Vagn Holstein in Denmark. 

No attempt will be made to analyse, or even to summarise these 
results, but a few facts may be quoted. In Holland there were in 
1925 127 recorded breeding sites, of which 88 had six or more 
nests ; 17 had a hundred or more ; 8 had over two hundred, and 
4 had over three hundred. Of these, Gooilust, in Noord-Holland, 
had 1,035, a n d although even larger colonies of this species may 
exist on the Danube and elsewhere, this is undoubtedly by far the 
largest in western Europe. The total for all Holland was about 
7,245 occupied nests, or 22.8 per 100 sq. km. This density is far 
in excess of that hitherto recorded for any other country. Belgium 
has only about 264 nests in six colonies, much the largest being 
Beirendrecht, near Antwerp, which had 214 in 1920, but has since 
fallen to about 150. 
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In France, the famous heronry of Champigneul, which in 1864 
had 172 nests to a single hectare of ground, has fallen to about 30. 
There are now two French colonies of about 100 nests and the 
total breeding stock is reckoned at about 350. Thus, while Holland 
has just about double the Heron population of England and Wales, 
France has only about the same number as Norfolk, and Belgium 
slightly less than Sussex. 

In Denmark, the next nearest country to England, the number 
of breeding pairs was found to have increased from 610-710 in 
igi2, to 1,362-1,410 in 1927, and the number of colonies of 80 pairs 
or more from 2 to 7, the largest having 175 nests. 

Brouwer in Holland finds that in mixed woods conifers are 
preferred; that this is not necessarily the case in England is 
abundantly illustrated on pp. 318 and 353. Poplars, which are 
much favoured for heronries in north Holland, are very exceptional 
breeding sites in England; reed-beds are exceptional in both 
countries, Holland having only two colonies of this sort and 
England none regularly. The speed with which large colonies 
may spring up, although observable on this side, is best shown in 
Holland, for Gooilust increased from 1 pair in 1896 to 1,035 m 

1925. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION. 

It has been proved possible to carry out a national bird census 
in England and Wales with a satisfactory degree of completeness 
and accuracy. This result, however, was only obtainable by 
restricting the inquiry to one peculiarly suitable species, and by a 
system of local decentralisation which might with advantage have 
been extended even further than it actually was. Both the number 
of observers responding and the extent of their response proved, 
on the whole, very satisfactory. 

There were ascertained to be occupied sites in every English 
county except Cambridge, Hertford, London, Middlesex and 
Rutland, and in every Welsh county except Flint. In all, 254 
occupied sites were counted in England and Wales, containing 
3,744-3,843 occupied nests. Allowing for a possible margin of 
error, the number of breeding pairs of the Common Heron in 
England and Wales for 1928 may be put as between 3,600-4,000, 
and other data which are not, however, adequate for the purpose, 
allow us tentatively to estimate the entire Heron population, adults 
and young, at about 20,000 birds, or roughly 1 to three square miles, 
the human population of the same area being 2,000 times more 
dense. There is no reason to suppose that any serious general 
decrease is at present taking place, but there are local declines on 
a serious scale and there is no doubt that without human persecution 



Sketch-map of England and Wales showing density of breeding Heron population 
in the various counties, 1928. 
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the stock might be considerably increased. The mass of the 
population is concentrated in the south, the five leading counties 
—-Norfolk, Somerset, Sussex, Essex and Devon—holding about 
one-third of it between them. A remarkable number of heronries, 
including four out of the six largest, are on or near tidal waters ; 
here they are comparatively immune from persecution, and the 
artificial selection operating in favour of littoral or estuarine 
heronries, as opposed to fresh-water ones, is evidently strong. 
In some counties, notably Derby, Gloucester and Hampshire, 
where the Heron population is unexpectedly low, human agency 
is apparently responsible, but in the very curious corridor of 
counties having no Heron population whatever, extending from 
the Thames to the Wash, this is certainly not the explanation. 

In many administrative counties and county boroughs the 
Heron is nominally protected, but this legal protection is not by 
any means invariably enforced. It appears useful where only 
casual gunners and mischievous persons are concerned, but where 
important fishing interests are involved becomes more or less a 
dead letter. On the other hand, an extra-legal protection is very 
generally conferred on the heronries by those possessing them ; 
here no amount of legislation could effect any important improve
ment, but since heronries suffer much from modern changes of 
ownership it seems desirable that the present standard of conserva
tion should be secured to them by Act of Parliament. Although 
suffering from considerable annoyance by the Rook, Carrion-Crow, 
and locally other species, the Heron has no serious enemies or 
competitors in the British fauna. Heronries, which in this 
country rarely exceed one hundred occupied nests, are usually 
situated in trees, and in spite of the amount of data collected it is 
not possible to say that any particular kind is universally preferred. 
Scots pine and oak seem the most popular. Marking has shown 
that the Heron may live up to at any rate sixteen years ; that a 
certain number of birds from the Continent are found in this 
country, while only natives of a Sussex heronry have so far been 
traced on the opposite journey ; and that, while a considerable 
number of English-marked birds have occurred in Scotland, no 
Scottish ones are known to have occurred in England so far. 

RECOMMENDATIONS. 

The census would have a purely academic interest if it did not point to 
concrete measures by which the problems indicated may successfully be 
dealt with. We tentatively suggest the following practical corollaries :— 

(A) Regarding the Census itself.—Another complete census of British 
heronries should be taken not later than about 1940, if the full 
benefits of this one are to be reaped. In the meantime the sites 
in Scotland and Ireland should be thoroughly worked out, and an 
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organisation developed for covering them at least as accurately as 
England and Wales were covered in 1928, so that a complete census 
of the British Isles can be undertaken in a single year. Further, a 
complete local census should be maintained, annually if possible, 
in at least half-a-dozen counties in different parts of the country, 
among which it will be well to include Norfolk, Sussex, and Somerset. 

The 1928 Schedule and the definitions and treatment laid down 
in this Report ought generally to be conformed to for the sake of 
keeping comparable records, but the following amendments are de
sirable in the Questionnaire :— 

(i) There should be a space for name and full postal address of 
observer, 

(ii) The first sentence of Question 3 should be altered to read 
" In what year was this heronry first occupied ? (If un
known, state how many years back it can be definitely 
traced, and any clues to its origin that can be found. 
Information already published in the 1929 Report is not re
quired)." 

(iii) Questions 10-12 and 16 should be omitted, being within the 
scope of the economic inquiry later to be discussed, 

(iv) Question 14 should read " Does a rookery adjoin ? If so, 
how close are the two colonies, and what are the relations 
between them ? " 

(v) A question might be added : " In the case of colonies more 
than c. 400 ft. above sea-level, state altitude as precisely as 
possible." 

(vi) A question might be added regarding relations with other 
animals on the lines suggested on pp. 341-350. 

(vii) A question might be added regarding dates of arrival at the 
heronry in different years, where known, in order to ascertain 
how far these synchronise in different localities, 

(viii) A general question might be added regarding seasonal 
movement. 

I t might be convenient in working up results if the present num
bering could be retained as far as possible, the added questions being 
simply substituted for the abandoned ones. 

(B) Economic Investigation.—There ought to be an adequate inqury 
into the economic status of the Heron, covering stomach contents, 
pellets and food observations' relating to all regions and seasons. 
This can hardly be privately done ; the Ministry of Agriculture and 
Fisheries should appoint a competent full-time investigator to 
deal with it once for all. Failing that , the next best solution would 
be for some efficient research student enjoying laboratory facilities 
to undertake it of his own initiative, if necessary securing some 
existing or special biological endowment to subsidise him. Such an 
inquiry should be extended over at least three years. Expert 
analysis of pellets on an adequate scale might be begun without delay 
if trained zoologists would take it up. I t need scarcely be pointed 
out that the economic inquiry here suggested, if accurately carried 
out, could be used in conjunction with the census totals to ascertain 
pretty closely the actual consumption of the Common Heron in 
England and Wales in quantitative terms, so tha t its ecological and 
economic status would be more precisely calculable than that of any 
other animal we have. This economic inquiry is the essential 
complement of the census, and we therefore commend it very strongly 
to any zoologist who may possess the training and the ability to 
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carry it out, as being one of the most valuable researches open to 
him. If this appeal is not responded to, a very great opportunity 
created by the efforts of more than four hundred observers will have 
been thrown away. 

(c) Protection.—As the Heron is shown to be in no very serious danger 
a t present, comprehensive legislation on this subject should await 
the result of economic inquiry, and be chiefly determined by it. 
In any case it is hardly likely to work very efficiently so long as 
existing conditions prevail, as will be seen from a comparison of 
evidence summarised in Relations with Man with the nominal legal 
position to-day. There are, however, two substantial protective 
measures which might be initiated without delay. First of all in 
view of the wholesale dispersal of heronries through felling and the 
threat to important colonies caused by the buying up of parks by 
building speculators, and so on, it seems highly desirable that the 
protection which these colonies have in practice generally enjoyed 
should receive legal force. No opposition would be likely, and while 
the best method of achieving that end is a difficult point, it 
seems possible that something analogous to the scheduling of Ancient 
Monuments, covering all heronries of " ancient " date and all of, 
say, forty nests or over, so that they could not be interfered with by 
anyone without the prescribed notice being given, would meet the 
case better than a conventional protection law. I t ought not to lie 
within anyone's power suddenly to destroy, without warning, a 
heronry which is one of the finest in the country, or has been protected 
with care for generations. 

As we have already shown, there is not the least reason to anticipate 
any danger of this sort so far as the great majority of present land
owners are concerned, but protection is certainly needed against 
the site exploiter, and the break-up of old estates among new types 
of landlords and tenants. Both the Forestry Commission a t the one 
extreme and the smallholder at the other have given some reason 
to be viewed with apprehension on this account; the Commissioners 
in particular will control the destiny of so many heronries that 
some definite assurance on their part would be a valuable safeguard. 
I t is unreasonable to expect that economic forestry should invariably 
yield to the desire for protecting every existing heronry undisturbed, 
especially since the birds will so often merely shift a short distance 
and settle down again, yet nest-trees ought never to be felled in the 
breeding-season and there are certain colonies which ought to be 
preserved, even at considerable sacrifice. 

The second protective measure, and probably the most practical, 
is to develop methods by which trout hatcheries and other vital 
fishing interests can be made Heron-proof without recourse to shoot
ing the birds. Fifty years ago wire-netting was used on certain 
streams with success, and we are told tha t elsewhere a t the present 
time wires are used to thwart wading Herons, except a t a particular 
gap, where a man with a gun is posted. As the Heron's operations are 
restricted to shallow water and his motions are comparatively easy 
to obstruct, it ought not to be beyond human ingenuity to devise a 
cheap and efficient means of protecting all essential parts of river 
fisheries against him. We commend the practical study of this 
problem to the many landowners and others who have shown them
selves anxious to preserve the Heron so far as, or even a little further 
than, their fishing interests in their opinion permit. The Editors of 
BRITISH BIRDS will willingly do everything in their power to com-
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municate the knowledge of any practicable solution which may be 
submitted to them. 

Unless an exhaustive economic inquiry had been completed, and 
had established beyond question that the Heron is, on balance, 
definitely beneficial, we should hesitate to recommend any sweeping 
at tempt to tighten up the protection orders and suppress all destruc
tion of Herons by more stringent administration of the law. I t is 
quite clear that many who would like to protect Herons absolutely 
feel compelled to destroy a certain number in self-defence, and in 
these circumstances any strong legal action must either collapse or 
give rise to widespread and not unjustified resentment. The senti
ment of fishing interests was well demonstrated in March, 1928, at 
the Ninth Annual Meeting of the National Association of Fishery 
Boards, when a proposal that the Government should be asked to 
discontinue protection of the Heron was rejected by a large majority,^, 
receiving only seven votes. Accordingly, while all cases of wanton 
shooting by casual gunners, sportsmen and others ought undoubtedly 
to be proceeded against, we do not consider that it would be either 
fair or politic to attack the position which the Fishery Boards and land
owners concerned have generally taken up. We feel sure that the best 
way of putting an end to the excessive slaughter of Herons undoubt
edly prevalent in several areas lies not in the direction of compulsory 
powers which might prove to be not even nominally obtainable, and 
must in any case be extremely difficult to apply, but rather in 
avoiding recriminations and enlisting the co-operation of interested 
parties towards some solution along the lines indicated above. 

Certainly the conservators and others who are willing to pay 
rewards of is. to 10s. a head for Herons have a clear obligation to 
give financial support to any workable invention for guarding their 
fisheries against Herons, and to adopt it fully as soon as its efficiency 
is proved. And if, as is not improbable, tha t efficiency falls well 
short of 100 per cent., it has always to be borne in mind tha t the 
efficiency of the killing system is itself extremely low ; the very 
number of birds which may be killed at one spot proves, not the 
value, but the futility of a policy which merely destroys one bird 
in order that another may promptly take its place ad infinitum. And 
as no one in fisheries or outside them is likely seriously to contemplate 
the total extirpation of the Heron in Britain, it follows that local 
massacre, however thorough, can never really work. Even in the 
counties where the entire breeding stock has been annihilated by 
the gun our observers are unanimous that the Heron population, 
far from vanishing, remains almost, if not quite, as abundant as 
before, and they find this condition so striking that they have 
generally had great difficulty in satisfying themselves that so many 
birds were really not breedin g somewhere unknown. This is a remark
able fact, and one which ought to be more widely realised. I t is not, 
then, a question of supplanting an efficient, if unpalatable system, by 
a less ruthless one which may have some imperfections ; whatever the 
efficiency of an alternative policy the inefficiency of the .present 
one is manifest. A large sum of money is expended every year, 
quite uneconomically, on paying rewards for Herons' heads ; if an 
equal sum were offered for a satisfactory method of guarding fisheries 
against serious damage by Herons, no doubt one might soon be 
found. We hope that those who are in a position to make experi
ments in this direction, or to encourage others to make them, will 
not neglect their opportunities 
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In conclusion, we need hardly point out that in such a large and 
ambitious inquiry errors of various types cannot be absolutely 
eliminated. Although there is no reason to suppose that, over the 
greater part of England at any rate, the census falls conspicuously 
short of accuracy, there are many points of detail on which it is in 
the power of our correspondents to amplify or correct our informa
tion. In fact already since the county tables were printed our 
attention has been drawn to two existing heronries which were 
unrecorded and had escaped the census. One of these is in Nor
thumberland, where other unknown sites probably exist: the other, 
in Hertfordshire, has flourished for at least thirty years, apparently, 
without ever coming to the knowledge of the local authorities. We 
hope that anyone who is in a position to check us in this way will 
not hesitate to do so and we will welcome further relevant data of 
any sort, including counts for 1929 and afterwards of any colonies, 
whether they are already recorded or not. We do not propose to 
publish such material piecemeal as it comes to hand, but to let it 
accumulate until an adequate Corrigenda and Addenda can be made 
out of i t ; all contributions will therefore serve a useful purpose. 
Finally, may we remind all readers of this Report that it represents 
an experiment in practical ornithology, and that many of the details 
given in it have been supplied, and are now made public, in the 
conviction that such confidence is desirable and will not be abused ? 
We believe that knowledge can do more than secrecy,both for 
ornithology and for the interests of bird life ; this view has been 
shared or accepted by our generous correspondents and we trust 
that everyone into whose hands the result of their labours may fall 
will see to it that this candour does not in any way add to the 
embarrassments, either of the heronries, or of those in whose keeping 
they are. 
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